
Sesson Planning



Creating Your Own Color Combinations! 

Are you ready to dive in? Last week was just a taste of color 
theory, today we are going to implement it! 

Remember all those color charts? While the basics can be 
boring, they lay the foundation to a strong knowledge of how 

color works.



Tips for Planning Your Session Colors:

● Ask newborn nursery and home colors- then add 2-3 colors to it. 
●
● Use 4-5 colors for every session 
●  
● Sticking with 2 soft colors, 1 bright colors and 2 neutrals is a good starting point. 
●  
● Play around Discord Color Schemes and Monochromatic Colors with neutral colors. 
●  
● For easy session planning, find a prop that has multiple colors and base your session colors 

schemes on those



Working with Parents on Color Schemes
As the newborn photographer, you are the professional that parents trust. They love your style, 
creativity and skills you put in each one of your sessions. 

That is why it is so important to guide them in the right direction during the planning stage of their 
newborns session. It is so important to ask about parents favorite colors (or even colors they don’t like,) 
colors schemes in their home and nursery and then build their session with those key colors in mind. 

But that isn’t the end of the process, parents do not know how those colors will look during the session, 
matched with skin tones or even themes they choose for themselves. It is your job to add to it- to take 
those colors and incorporate them into your own style and artistry. That is why you have been trusted 
and hired to capture these moments. 



For example: A mother may love Hot Pink and Black Zebra. 
Even if the nursery is done in those colors and theme, and 
there is no shortage of props or set ups that feature those fun 
colors, your gallery can look repetitive and harsh. It can also 
create a dated gallery that is “out of style” in a couple of 
years.

But taking those colors and theme, and tweaking it a little bit, 
can product an elegant, beautiful gallery that also withstands 
the test of time. 



After discussing session colors or themes, we always tell them that we love those 
colors, and will do some more brainstorming on props and set ups that will look 

amazing with them. 

Within 48 hours we message them back with color swatches that have those 
colors/patterns, but also have a couple accents. 

For the Hot Pink/Zebra example, I would suggest these options: 
(these are color styles that fit with our portfolio, make sure the color combinations 

you suggest, fit with yours as well!) 
● Hot Pink, Gray, Light Pink, Black

● Hot Pink, Teal, Aqua, Black
● Hot Pink, Light Pink, Ivory, Gray



After they pick their favorite color scheme, session planning is 
all in our hands! 

We take notes on the session planning PDF, and look 
through that when buying props, and session set up. 

** We let all parents know that use of our in studio props are included, but if they 
have a keepsake they want to bring, to let us know, so we can work it into our 

session planning as well. 



Planning Your Props
Prop selection is key during newborn sessions. Learning how to layer them and 
working them into an easy workflow for you and baby is a huge part of session. 

We are going to dive into the logistics of color layering and props during the next 
couple weeks, but as a starting point, here are some great tips: 

● Layer darker colors on bottom 
● Use a 1:3 ratio of bright colors (for every 1 bright prop, make sure you have 3 

softer colored ones to help keep focus on baby, instead of the bright prop.) 
● Use accent colors on baby, it helps pull your eye toward them when looking at 

images. 



Journaling: 
Make sure to go over these journaling points- it will help you prepare for session 
planning. Really think these through, and come up with answers that will help 
guide parents to trust you, as well as push your creativity.  

What would your responses and session plan be to parents that ask the following: 

● The Baby’s nursery is done in orange and purple, but the rest of the house is 
done in earth tones.

● We have a couple of props to bring, a pink letter from her nursery, a rainbow 
blanket with her name on it and a cute Minnie Mouse Outfit! We have a 
couple more we want to buy, what do you think? 

● I am really picky about girl colors, no pink, no yellow, no green and no purple. 
But I’m sure I’ll like whatever you come up with. 


